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  On July 30, 2014, the United States did something that had been legally prohibited for nearly
40 years: It exported domestically produced crude oil .  While minor exports had occurred
through the years and the July  shipment involved some technical sleight-of-hand (the product
was  classified as lightly refined “condensates”), it was one of the first  significant oil shipments
since Congress banned exports in the wake of  the 1974 oil embargo.  

Respecting the law up to now has been easy,  given America’s declining domestic oil production
and thirst for  imported oil — in 2006, the country imported 3.7 billion barrels.  What changed
between then and now all comes down to one word: fracking,  the popular name for hydraulic
fracturing. Combined with horizontal  drilling, the technique has powered a boom in U.S. energy
production, unlocking substantial petroleum and natural  gas deposits trapped in shale
formations. A lot of this is good news:  U.S. consumers and industry rarely complain when ener
gy prices fall
, and reducing imports from 
unstable parts of the world
has considerable appeal. Natural gas also releases 
half as much carbon dioxide
as coal, allowing it to potentially serve as a “bridge fuel” to the cleaner energy supported by the 
majority of Americans
.
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The environmental costs and benefits of fracking: The state of research

  Despite these advantages, fracking remains highly controversial, in large part because of thepotential damage it poses to human health  and the environment. Reports of frackingoperations contaminating  aquifers are widespread, and research has found indications ofhigher  rates of silicosis  among well workers, anincrease in congenitaldefects  tochildren born nearby, and elevated cancer riskdue to air pollution. Even earthquakeshave been linked to fracking operations. Such concerns have led a number of towns to try to ban the practice, and fracking has become one of the central issues in the 2014 battle for Colorado’s governorship, a crucial swing state.        A 2014 study published in the Annual Reviews of Environment and Resources, “TheEnvironmental Costs and Benefits of Fracking,”provides an overview of the state of scientific knowledge on fracking  and its impacts. In theirintroduction, the researchers — based at the  Woods Institute for the Environment, Stanford,Duke, Newcastle  University, Ohio State, MIT and the University of Colorado — note the complex web of tradeoffs:  Unconventional  energy [recovered by hydraulic fracturing] generates income and, done  well,can reduce air pollution and even water use compared with other  fossil fuels. Alternatively, itcould slow the adoption of renewables  and, done poorly, release toxic chemicals into water andair. Primary  threats to water resources include surface spills, wastewater disposal,  anddrinking-water contamination through poor well integrity. An  increase in volatile organiccompounds and air toxics locally are  potential health threats, but the switch from coal to naturalgas for  electricity generation will reduce sulfur, nitrogen, mercury and  particulate air pollution.  The researchers conducted a literature  review on a wide range of issues related tounconventional energy,  including well productivity, water requirements, well integrity, risks  tosurface and groundwater, seismic effects, air pollution and  greenhouse gasses. In each sectionthe scholars note questions in need  of additional research and recommendations. The findingsinclude:  Productivity and reserves        -  Based  on an analysis of the Barnett Shale in Texas, well production tends to  dropsharply after initial fracking. Within five years, wells produce on  average just 10% of what theydid the first month of operation.  Production for wells in the Bakken Shale show a similar rapiddecline.     

        -  Initial  productivity (IP) rose in the Barnett Shale as companies learned as  they wentalong. They also increased the intensity of extraction,  lengthening horizontal drills by 75% andnearly doubling the amount of  water used for a single “frack.”       -  By 2011, productivity of new  wells started to decrease as the “sweet spots” wereexhausted and  subsequent rigs produced less initially and over time. IP fell 22%  between 2011and 2012, despite an additional 10% increase in drilling  length.       -  Refracturing existing wells can increase the estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) by 30%,but can’t reverse their overall decline.       -  A 2013 study  by the University of Texas of more than 16,000 wells in the state’s  BarnettShale region found that its production will peak around 2015,  and decline slowly thereafter, andthis despite 15,000 more wells being  drilled by 2030. This has been called the “Red Queen” syndrome, named after the Alice in Wonderlandcharacter who must run faster and faster just to stay in the same place.     -  Because  fracking is still evolving and estimation of reserves is based on well  productivitythat can change over time, reserve estimations should be  regarded with caution. For example,in 2011 the Energy Information  Agency (EIA) estimated that the U.S. had 827 trillion cubic feetof  shale gas, but the following year dropped its estimate to 482 trillion cubic feet , a 40%decrease. (Note that some nongovermental organizations have calculated even lower forecasts.)   Water requirements and risks        -  Fracking  a single well can require anywhere from 2 to 20 million gallons of  water, withanother 25% used for operations such as drilling and  extraction.       -  While water use for fracking is in general small  relative to agricultural and municipalconsumption — it represents less  than 1% of total water use in Texas, compared to 56% forcrops and 26%  for municipalities — it can be quite high in specific areas and time  frames. Forexample, in counties located in the Haynesville, Eagle Ford,  and Barnett shales, frackingoperations were responsible for 11%, 38%, and 18% of total groundwater use .  At itspeak, net water use for fracking is projected to increase as  much as 136% in the HaynesvilleShale, 40% in Barnett and 89% in Eagle  Ford.     -  The volume of water used per energy generated — known as  its water intensity — islower for fracking than other fossil fuels and  nuclear: Coal, nuclear and oil extraction useapproximately two, three  and ten times, respectively, as much water as fracking per energyunit,  and corn ethanol can use 1,000 times more if the plants are irrigated.  By comparison,renewables such as wind and photovoltaic solar energy  require almost no water.     Well integrity and failure rates        -  After  the end of a well’s operational life, it is “plugged and abandoned”  (P&A). In thisprocess, “mechanical or cement barriers, such as  packers, at different depths are used toprevent fluids from migrating  up or down the well. Improperly abandoned wells provide a shortcircuit  that connects the deeper layers to the surface.”       -  Publicly  available data on well failure rates are still relatively scarce.  Pennsylvania Staterecords from 2010 to 2013 indicated that between 3%  and 6% of wells in the Marcellus Shalefailed. The most extreme form of  failure, a blowout, can cause tremendous damage but is rare:A 2013 study  in GeoScienceWorld found that of 3,533 Marcellus wells drilled from 2008to 2011, only four experienced blowouts.       -  One  standard measure of how closed wells are performing is “sustained  casingpressure” (SCP), an indication that one or more barriers within a  well has failed. While it doesnot always result in environmental  contamination, SCP indicates that contamination is possible.     -  Rates  of sustained casing pressure vary widely: In a survey of 8,000 wells in  the Gulf ofMexico approximately 12% showed evidence of SCP, with rates  for individual fields varyingbetween 2% and 29%. In Alberta, a survey  of 316,000 wells found signs of SCP in 3.9% ofthem, with one region  topping 15%. A 2014 study  in Marine and Petroleum Geologyfound SCP rates “from 3% to 43% of wells in Bahrain, Canada, China,  Indonesia, the UnitedKingdom, the United States, and offshore Norway  and the Gulf of Mexico; 12 of 19 studiesshowed SCP values for ≥10% of  wells.”   Risks to surface and groundwater        -  While  it is theoretically possible for fissures created by hydraulic  fracturing to connectwell bores with shallow aquifers, in practice this is unlikely :  Targeted shale formationsare generally 1 to 3 kilometers below the  surface and the fissures created during operationsrarely extend more  than 600 meters. In general, contamination through existing fissures or abandoned wells is a “more plausible scenario,” as is poor well  integrity. (Note that the EPA isinvestigating a contaminationcase in Wyomingwhere the sandstone formation being drilled was as close as 322 meters  to the surface in anarea with water wells that went as deep as 244  meters.)     -  Two studies of the drinking water of a total of 209  homes overlaying the Marcellus Shalein Pennsylvania found evidence of  hydrocarbon pollution. The first study found “17 times highermethane  concentrations for the homes,” while the second concluded that “casing  andcementing issues were the likeliest causes for the fugitive GM that  they observed in the shallowaquifers.” On the other hand, a study of  127 homes over Arkansas’s Fayetteville Shale foundno evidence of  contamination.       -  While the probability of groundwater  contamination is “strongly debated and universallycontroversial,”  drilling specialists have identified casing and cementing problems as  one oftheir primary environmental concerns.
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      -  Beyond the risk to  groundwater supplies, U.S. oil and gas operations generate more than2  billion gallons of wastewater daily: “These naturally occurring brines  are often saline tohypersaline and contain potentially toxic levels of  elements such as barium, arsenic, andradioactive radium.”       -  More  than 95% of the wastewater is injected deep underground; other disposal  methodsare “less common and far less preferable.” These include  treating it at municipal waste facilitiesand spraying on public roads  for purposes such as dust control. “An experimental application of [approximately] 300,000 liters of flowback water on 0.2 hectares of  forest in West Virginia killed more than half the treeswithin two years.”   Seismic effects        -  Earthquakes  induced by hydraulic fracturing are rare, and those that can be felt by humans are rarer still — only “a handful” of cases have been documented  so far, none ofgreater than 4 Mw. Some cases occur when fracturing is  used in areas in existing fracturezones, which are sometimes  intentionally targeted because they can result in increased gas production.       -  Injection of groundwater can also induce seismic  events, and the rate of such events hasincreased in tandem with  unconventional energy extraction: “Between 1967 and 2000,geologists  observed a steady background rate of 21 earthquakes of 3.0 Mw or greater  in thecentral United States per year. Starting in 2001, when shale gas  and other unconventionalenergy sources began to grow, the rate rose  steadily to [approximately] 100 such earthquakesannually, with 188 in 2011 alone .”      -  While  earthquakes induced by wastewater injection are less frequent than  those causedby fracking, their magnitude tends to be greater: “In 2011  alone, earthquakes of 4.0 to 5.3 Mwwere linked to deep wastewater  injection in locations such as Youngstown, Ohio; Guy,Arkansas; Snyder  and Fashing, Texas; and Trinidad, Colorado.” The most severe, 5.7 Mw, destroyed 14 homes and injured two people in Oklahoma.     Air pollution        -  Unconventional  energy extraction is a source of air pollution throughout the  preparation,extraction and closure phases. Access roads must be built,  the well pad cleared and the boreitself drilled; diesel engines power  the fracturing phase. During extraction, wastewater is storedin tanks  or open ponds, and any volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are either  vented orflared. According to a 2010 study  from the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO),in 2006 up to 5%  of the natural gas production on federal lands in the western United  Stateswas lost in this way.       -  Atmospheric sampling has indicated even higher rates of escape: A 2013 study in Geophysical Research Letters estimated  that in the Uinta Basin of eastern Utah, 55,000 kilograms of methane  per hour leakinto the atmosphere, the equivalent of 6.2% to 11.7% of  total natural gas production in theregion.     -  Operations related  to unconventional energy can also have substantial impacts on air quality: In the Denver basin, more than 6,000 petroleum and condensate  tanks are responsiblefor more than 70% of total VOC emissions  from all sources, according to the ColoradoDepartment of Public Health and Environment.     -  One  of the greatest potential benefits of unconventional energy is the  potential for naturalgas to displace electrical generation from coal:  “Replacing coal with natural gas for powergeneration would  substantially reduce emissions of CO2, particulate matter (PM), nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and metals such as mercury (Hg).”  However, as statedabove, the study does not see worldwide coal  consumption falling despite the rise inunconventional energy.     The  researchers conclude with five recommendations. First, greater  transparency is requiredfrom companies and regulating agencies. Some  information is available on the FracFocusdisclosure registry,  but more is needed. Second, short- and long-term studies are required  on the potentialeffects of fracking on operations on human health —  “virtually no comprehensive studies havebeen published on this topic,”  they note. Third, predrilling data, including environmental qualityand  human health, would be in all parties’ interests. Fourth, because most  problems resultfrom surface operations, including faulty wells, spills  and leaks, additional work on bestpractices is required. Finally, funds  should be created to address future, unknown problemsthat could arise  from the current oil and gas boom. “Drilling millions of new oil and  natural gaswells will inevitably lead to future issues,” they note, and  authorities and firms should work toensure that the resources are  available to deal with them.  Related research: A 2014 study in Journal of Infrastructure Systems, “Estimating theConsumptive Use Costs of Shale Natural Gas Extraction on Pennsylvania Roadways,”analyzes the damage that fracking operations impose on local  transportation infrastructure. Theresearchers, based at the RAND  Corporation and Carnegie Mellon University, estimate that the road-reconstruction costs associated with a single horizontal well range  from $5,000 to$10,000. While this figure appears small, because there  were more than 1,700 wells drilled inPennsylvania in 2011 alone, the  total costs for that year was between $8.5 and $39 million —costs paid  by state transportation authorities, and thus taxpayers.  Keywords:  horizontal drilling, hydraulic fracturing, induced seismicity, shale  gas, waterresources, air quality, well integrity, pollution  Writer: Leighton Walter Kille  | Last updated: October 26, 2014  Citation: Jackson, Robert B.; Vengosh, Avner; Carey, J. William; Davies, Richard  J.; Darrah,Thomas H.; O’Sullivan, Francis; Petron, Gabrielle. “The  Environmental Costs and Benefits ofFracking,” Annual Reviews of Environment and Resources, 2014, 39:327–62. doi:10.1146/annurev-environ-031113-144051. Source:http://journalistsresource.org/studies/environment/energy/environmental-costs-benefits-fracking 
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